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SUBMARINES TOGETHER

Life at a Russian submarine base in the Arctic is described by a

British naval officer who has just returned to Britain from those waters.

He is one of a number of British officers who have been passing on

to Russian "submariners" the experience gained in two and a half years of

war against the Germans.

"When a Russian submarine returns from sea new, she fires a gun

salute for every Nazi ship she has sunk," said this officer. "While I was

there one small submarine returned and fired her gun three times. Another

Russian submarine reported how she had been attacked with depth charges by
a German armed trawler. Instead of taking evading action, the Soviet

submarine surfaced and sank the enemy by gunfire.

"The Russian submariners are very keen."

This British officer went out on submarine patrol in some of the worst

weather of the year. Ice formation, he said, turned the submarine into a white

"ghost ship" cruising in continual darkness.

At one time the submarine seemed to become almost top-heavy from the

weight of ice on the bridge. A seaman was constantly on duty beside the

conning tower hatch, wiping the exposed rim of the hatch with pureglycerine

every few minutes. This is very necessary to keep ice clear so that the

hatch may be slammed closed at any instant should the submarine have to make

a crash dive.

Several times each night the submarine had to dive deep to warmer

water which would melt its shroud of ice.

On this patrol the crew lived and worked in a temperature of 50

degrees of frost. Officers and ratings wore boots two sizes too big for

then to allow for four or five pairs of socks. They also wore fur caps and

six layers of woollens beneath their special submarine suits.

British ratings who were stationed at the Arctic port to cooperate
with the Russians lived ashore with the Russian seamen, and ate dishes of

reindeer meat and bear steaks in the centrally heated communal mess hall.

Two women commissars arranged recreation for the British ratings, and

a Red Army instructor taught them to ski. At the base cinema they saw

British and American films.

The British ratings were much impressed by the energy of everybody,

both men and women, at this Soviet port.

"They worked 12 to 16 hours a day building fortifications and

digging tunnels out of solid rock," said one leading seaman now back hone

on leave.


